CONNECTIONS
The 2004-2005 school year marks a signiﬁcant milestone
at EASTCONN: 25 years of service to schools, educators
and students of all ages in northeast Connecticut. David J.
Calchera, Executive Director, and Paula M. Colen, Deputy
Executive Director have been an integral part of EASTCONN’s
evolution since its creation in 1980. They paused recently to
reﬂect and to respond to questions about the changes they
have seen, as well as those they see on the horizon.
Q. How has public education changed in the last 25 years?

On opening day, the marquee over the entrance welcomes ACT
students to the newly renovated Capitol Theater in Willimantic.

In September, the electronic marquee at the Capitol
Theater in downtown Willimantic ﬁnally read “Welcome ACT
students.” After two years of construction, the permanent home
of ACT (Arts at the Capitol Theater) was happily open for business.
ACT is a regional magnet high school for students
with an interest in or a talent for the performing arts. ACT has
enrolled 52 students, representing every high school in northeastern Connecticut.
The Capitol Theater, a 55,000-square-foot facility, has
been completely renovated and equipped as a state-of-the-art
performing arts school through a grant from the State of Connecticut. In addition to classroom and ofﬁce space, there are four
See ACT OPENING, back page
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DJC: Over a 25-year period, there
has been an increase in the expectation that schools will provide a
greater range of services to all students. There is a widespread feeling
on the part of policy makers and
parents that no single public school
can adequately meet the needs of all
students. There is growing pressure,
therefore, to provide choices for
students within the public sector.
David J. Calchera,
NCLB is almost a culmination of
Executive Director
the last 25 years, beginning with A
Nation at Risk in 1983. NCLB is not
going away. Like any law, it will be modiﬁed but the fundamental
requirements of NCLB, school accountability and real sanctions
for schools that historically fail kids, are not going to change.
PMC: I also see how the emphasis
in professional development has really shifted over the last 25 years …
even before NCLB. It’s much more
student-centered. It’s about student
achievement and student results. The
driver really is students and what they
need to know and to be able to do.
That wasn’t even in the conversation
25 years ago. It should have been, but
it wasn’t. What follows, then, is what Paula M. Colen, Deputy
teachers need to know and to be able Executive Director
See SHARED VISION, page 3

DECEMBER 2004
1 ........... Introduction to Using SmartBoard in the Classroom
6 ........... Independent Literacy Practices
14 ......... What Does it Mean to Read Mathematics?
Grades 2-5
EASTCONN workshops are subject to change without notice.
Please E-mail the EASTCONN Conference Ofﬁce at
conferenceofﬁce@eastconn.org for more information about
any of the meetings and workshops listed here. Workshop
information is also available on our Web site at www.eastconn.
org. Click on Workshops.

OCTOBER 2004
13 ......... Math Council
15 ......... EASTCONN Principals’ Network
15 ......... URSA/NASA
18 ......... Move over Fiction! Using Informational Texts in
the K-3 Classroom
19 ......... The Common Core of Teaching Performance
Table: Are you making the most of this resource?
19 ......... Nonﬁction: Reading & Writing Informational Text
in the Classroom, Grades 3-5
19 ......... ParaProfessional Training Overview
20 ......... Regional Staff Development Council Meeting
20 ......... Nonﬁction: Reading & Writing Informational Text
in the Classroom, Grades 6-8
21 ......... Prevent PowerPoint from Becoming PowerPointless
21 .......... Differentiation in Practice: Strategies & Tools
22 ......... Filamentality: Creating Web-based Activities for
Your Students
25 ......... Language Arts Council
27 ......... Meeting the Challenges of a Diverse Classroom
27 ......... iCONN: Use Connecticut’s Digital Library with
Your Students
28 ......... The Nature of Writing: Virtually Integrating
Science with Language Arts
28 ......... Introduction to eSchool Builder
28 ......... Literacy Strategies to Improve Comprehension in
English Language Arts & Social Studies
28 ......... Enhancing Oral Language
29 ......... Early Literacy Assessment for Administrators
29 ......... Supporting a Culture of Differentiated Instruction
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Dr. Michael Kaiser
has joined EASTCONN as
Principal of the newly named
Eastern Regional Academy.
The Academy was created
when the EASTCONN PACE
Program merged with the
Windham TEAMS program.
The Eastern Regional
Academy is located at EASTDr. Kaiser joins EASTCONN as CONN’s Columbia site and
Principal of the newly formed
serves high school students with
Eastern Regional Academy.
severe social and emotional
disabilities.
Kaiser is a child psychologist who has worked for 13
years in school settings and psychiatric hospitals with children
who have emotional problems. Most recently, he was the assistant principal at Killingly Middle School. Originally from
Miami, Florida, Kaiser lives in Norwich and is the father of
three children.
“The merger of the PACE and TEAMS program has
gone remarkably well,” Kaiser said recently. He said he credits
a strong and experienced group of teachers, paraprofessionals
and clinicians for “bringing the two programs together in a way
that emphasizes the strengths of each.” There are 47 students
enrolled in the Academy.
Many new initiatives are under way, including the
expansion of vocational opportunities.
Said Kaiser, “I look forward to working with the EASTCONN sending-towns and helping them meet the needs of their
students,” adding, “I welcome phone calls and visits.”
For more information, contact Dr. Michael Kaiser at
860-228-4317 or mkaiser@eastconn.org.

NOVEMBER 2004
2 & 16 .. Supporting a Comprehensive Approach to
Literacy through Cognitive Coaching
3 ........... Being There: Using Art as a Vehicle to
Understand History
3 ........... Digital Graphics with Students: Photoshop
Elements
4 ........... Using MS Excel to Display Student Data for Easy
Analysis
5 ........... Art Resources on the Internet
5 ........... Reading Strategies for Struggling Students:
What’s Effective?
9 ........... Junkyard Engineering for the Science Classroom
9 ........... Excel in the Elementary Classroom
12 ......... Powered Mobility
16 ......... Linking Math, Literature and Technology
17 ......... Regional Staff Development Council Meeting
17 ......... Teacher Induction: BEST and Beyond
18 ......... Managing & Changing Challenging Behaviors
that Bring Instruction to a Halt
18 ......... Thinking Like a Scientist is More than Writing a
Lab Report
18 ......... Internet Resources for Social Studies
18 ......... David J. Calchera Retirement Celebration
19 ......... URSA/NASA
continued next column . . .
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SHARED VISION, continued from page 1

one of the highest percentages of the population lacking a high
school diploma. We were not in that arena 25 years ago. In the
future, there will be an increasing need to provide a variety of
choices for an increasingly diverse population of adults who want
to continue their education, whether it is job training, or academic
classes leading to a GED, ESL ﬂuency or citizenship.

to do to help drive those results. We have also seen increases in
collaboration, with communities of learners working on common
goals and more collaborative approaches to leadership.

Q. What else do you see in your crystal ball for the future?

DJC: Paula’s right. It has evolved to the point where it’s all
about the student work. Really good schools are concerned about
student achievement, not a slavish attention to test scores, but
with a focus on ongoing and frequent student assessment at a
classroom level in order to continuously adjust instruction. That,
in turn, has fueled the need for data warehousing.

PMC: I think that EASTCONN, now and in the future, is a
great example of successful voluntary regional partnerships. As
we move into the 21st century, that is more and more going to
be the norm, rather than individual districts or entities going it
alone. We’re going to have to do things together and I think that
EASTCONN will continue to ﬁnd even better ways to do that.

PMC: Education has become much more scientiﬁcally based. At
all levels of education, from the classroom teacher to the principal
to the superintendent to the board, you need data to determine
what is working and what is not working. Yes, there is one high
stakes test but there is also the planned, ongoing and systematic
need for assessment at all levels. Understanding your data over
time gets to the real need for data warehousing.

DJC: If each small town cannot meet the needs of all of their
students, then solutions will have to be regional. We’re beginning
to see that in early childhood programming. A parent may live in
one town and work in another, so it may make better sense for
them to access services where they work, rather than where they
live. We will need to offer choices and it’s going to be difﬁcult
to do that without regional collaboration.

Q. How has EASTCONN evolved over the last 25 years?
DJC: From the very beginning, and for 25 years, we have viewed
EASTCONN, not as a collection of programs, but as a place where
the needs of the region are assessed and potential responses are
developed. In 1980, 92% of what we did was special education
because that was what the region needed after the Education for
All Handicapped Children Act of 1975. But as districts increasingly became able to accommodate kids with special needs in
schools, different needs developed, from regional transportation
to professional development to everything else we now offer. Our
services today are a reﬂection of needs that have been expressed
in the past ﬁve years.

PMC: As we move into the future, although we will still develop
some regional responses for all our 36 towns, more services will
be delivered closer to our districts. We’ll have smaller, clustered
programs, whether that is special education or professional development, that are closer, more targeted, more customized to a
smaller number of towns within our 36 districts.
DJC: Technology will continue to change the face of education. An on-the-ground example that everyone is talking about
is high school reform. In the next ﬁve to 10 years, we’re not just
looking at smaller high schools. That’s not the whole answer. We
also anticipate that instruction will be delivered differently, that
there will be changes in start and end times, that kids will come
together for instruction, and teachers will become instructors,
counselors, coaches, mentors, facilitators. Online learning feeds
into this because not every high school needs to have every course
available. Kids can access learning anywhere anytime.

PMC: We have always said that we want to help build capacity
in our districts. I think we have demonstrated that over the years
with special education. We once had 325 students in EASTCONN
special education programs while today we have about 100. As
district needs have shifted, we have shifted our focus to professional development, assessment, and standards-driven curriculum.
The content of the conversation may have changed over the past
25 years, but our approach, that this is a district-driven regional
response, has been consistent.

PMC: Technology is so quickly changing every six to 12 months.
It will continue to impact our schools and, therefore, continue to
challenge us to ﬁnd new ways to respond.

DJC: It’s always been a mark of EASTCONN that we’ve been
responsive to the needs of schools and communities. In fact,
we’ve experienced signiﬁcant economic changes in northeast
Connecticut over the last 25 years and we have responded differently as the demographics have changed.

New Publications Online
www.eastconn.org
Connecticut RESC Alliance Tech Times – Fall 2004

PMC: Twenty-ﬁve years ago we didn’t do very much with adult
employment and training; we were primarily providing youth employment in school and some out-of-school youth programming.
As the demographics changed, we began providing adult services,
including a very large emphasis on employment and training and
GED preparation. We’re very proud that we consistently have
one of the highest GED pass rates, at the same time that we have

The 2004-05 EASTCONN Professional Development
Directory
The 2004-2005 EASTCONN Programs & Services
Directory
The 2003-2004 EASTCONN Annual Report
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ACT OPENING, continued from page 1

Fund-raising for the ACT scholarship fund is in
full swing. Later this month, on Sunday, October 24, a 5K
Walk/Run is scheduled in Willimantic with proceeds going
to the ACT Scholarship Fund. [See the box below for more
information.]
The Grand Opening of the Capitol Theater is planned
for Thursday, October 21. Public tours will be available from
6 p.m. to 7:30 p.m.in conjunction with the downtown Willimantic
Third Thursday festivities.
For more information about the EASTCONN ACT Fund,
contact Dotty Budnick at 860-455-0707 or dbudnick@eastconn.
org. For more information about the 5K Walk/Run, contact ACT
counselor Tracy Pelletier at 860-465-5636.

ACT
Scholarship
Fund 5K
Walk/Run

ACT Principal John Mayer welcomes students on opening day.

different performance venues as well as shop, costume, CAD
(Computer Aided Drafting), mask and model building, lighting,
sound and video production facilities.
Students attend their local high school in the morning
for core subjects, and ACT in the afternoon where they study
performance, theater production, dance, creative writing or
audio/video production. Tuition is supported in part by a grant
from the State of Connecticut. Boards of education are asked to
make up the $3,000 difference between the grant and the actual
cost of the program. Because local districts have had difﬁculty
fully supporting the tuition, students, their families, community
organizations or others benefactors are providing the balance.
To help support access to the program for all students,
EASTCONN created the EASTCONN ACT Fund in partnership with the Community Foundation of Northeast Connecticut.
Tax-deductible donations supporting student scholarships may
be made at any time. Almost $7,000 in scholarship money was
awarded to students this year.
b

Sunday, October 24, 2004
10:00 AM - Start and ﬁnish at the
Capitol Theater in Willimantic
Race fee: $15 pre-registered by 10/17,
$18 after 10/17
For more information, contact Tracy Pelletier,
counselor, EASTCONN ACT, 860-465-5636 or
go to our Web site at www.eastconn.org.
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376 Hartford Turnpike ~ Hampton, Connecticut 06247
860-455-0707 ~ www.eastconn.org
EASTCONN, one of six Regional Educational Service Centers (RESCs) in Connecticut, has been serving the educational
and training needs of schools, organizations, and individuals of all ages in northeastern Connecticut since 1980.
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376 Hartford Turnpike
Hampton, CT 06247
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